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Abstract 

In this paper an analytical description is given of the development of 

a mixing zone caused by transversal dispersion. This mixing zone is be~ 

tween fresh and salt groundwater which originally were separated by an 

abrupt interface. 

1. Introduction. 

When fresh and salt water are separated by a sharp, inclined interface, 

a shear flow exists which is proportional to the density differences and 

the interface inclination, de Josselin de Jong [3] . Since specific dis

charges in a porous medium are accompanied by dispersion, it is ex

pected that at an inclined interface dispersion occurs. This results in 

changing the abrupt transition from one density to the other, in a gra

dual transition zone. Since dispersion can be described in terms of dif

ferential equations, it is possible to express the spreading in terms of 

the dispersion parameters. This was studied in a paper by de Josselin 

de Jong and van Duijn [4] , for the case ~n which molecular diffusion 

and transverse dispersion cause the occurrence of this mixing zone. In 

this paper a number of mathematical details are given for the special 

case in which molecular diffusion can be neglected with respect to 

transverse dispersion. Then a so-called degenerate diffusion equation 

arises. The mixing of the fresh and salt groundwater is described by a 

similarity solution of this diffusion equation. The similarity depends 
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only on~ /1/t,where ~denotes the local coordinate normal to the original 

interface plane and t denotes time. 

2. Mathematical formulation. 

2.1 General equations. 

Consider an unbounded, homogeneous and isotropic porous medium in which 

an incompressible fluid of constant viscosity and variable density is 

present. The movement of this fluid can be determined from the following 

three balance equations. 

Conservation of momentum (Darcy's law) 

~ _g_ + gr 2.a p - y ~z 0, 

where )l 

K 

p 

y 

_g_ 

dynamic viscosity of the fluid; 

intrinsic permeability of the medium; 

fluid pressure; 

specific weight of fluid; 

specific discharge of fluid; 

(I) 

e 
-z 

unit vector in z-direction (positive when pointing downwards). 

Conservation of fluid (incompressibility) 

div _g_ = 0. 

Conservation of mass 

3Y + div F Eat 

with 

0, 

~ = _g_y - ~ grad y. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

In eqn (3) E: denotes the porosity and in eqn (4) D ~s a tensor des-

cribing hydrodynamic dispersion: it is defined by Bear[!] as the sum 

of mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion. Together with ap

propriately chosen initial and boundary conditions, the system of 
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eqns (I) - (4) must be solved to find Y and~ (or p) as functions of 

position and time throughout the entire flow domain. In its full genera

liti this is a complicated problem : to find y form eqns (3) and (4) 

the discharge~ must be known and to find~ from eqns (I) and (2) the 

specific weight y must be known. In the next section a flow problem will 

be considered for which the coupling between~ and y can be made explicit. 

Using this in eqn (4), a nonlinear differential equation arises whose 

solutions will be discussed together with their physical significance. 

2.2 Simplified problem 

Consider the situation of an unbounded porous medium in which fresh and 

salt water are present. At a certain moment, say at t = 0, the fluids 

are assumed to be separated by a flat, inclined interface which extends 

in all directions up to infinity, see Fig. I. Above the interface is 

fresh water of constant specific weight y
1 

and below is salt water with 

specific weight y
2

. 

y 

Fig. 

Let n, ~ denote the coordinates in the original interface plane with n 
horizontal and ~ pointing upwards at an angle a with the horizontal and 

let s be the coordinate normal to the interface plane and pointing up

wards. Then the initial situation is given by 
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when i; > 0 , t 0 , 

y (5) 
when i; < 0 , t 0 • 

Also initially a flow may be present along the interface plane in the 

s-direction which is constant in each fluid. At the interface however 

a discontinuity ~ccurs of magnitude 

(6) 

This is the well-known shear flow, e.g. de Josselin de Jong [3]. With 

respect to the specific discharge the initial situation is therefore 

and 

q = 0 
n 

q = 0 
1; 

J Cs+Dq 

qs l 
(S-!)q 

at t = 0 , 

when i; > 0 ' t 0 
' 

when 1; < 0 
' 

t 0 
' 

where f3 is a given number. 

The following situations can be distinguished, see Fig. 2 

s < -! 
f3 _l 

2 

-! < f3 < 

f3 

f3 > 

both fresh and salt water flow downwards; 

the fresh water is stagnant; 

fresh water flows up, salt water flows down; 

the salt water is stagnant; 

both fresh and salt water flow upwards. 

Fig. 2 
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In view of the plane character of the initial conditions and the 

unboundedness of the flow domain, a solution of eqns (I) - (4) is ex

pected to vary only in the direction normal to the original interface 

plane while the flow is expected to be direc·ted, for all time, along 

this interface : i.e. 

y = y(i;,t) ' (9) 

and 

q = 0 n , (10) 

Observe that div ~ 0 whenever eqns (10) are satisfied. 

The boundary conditions at infinity are assumed to be such that the 

specific discharge and specific weight remain constant there and equal 

to the initial values : 

y 

y 

q~ 

q~ 

Cs+Dfi 

Cs-DCi 

when 1; ->- +"' t > 0 
(II) 

when ~;->- t > 0. 

To establish a relation between q~ andy, the curl of eqn (I) is taken. 

This gives ·the: equation 

.E. curl ~ + curl(y e ) , 

"' 
-z 

( 12) 

and using eqns (9) and (I 0) it reduces to 

3q 
~ .E. -~ sin a 

K 31; 31; 
(13) 

This equation can be integrated to give 

(14) 

where use has been made of the boundary conditions (II). 

Observe that eqn (14) expresses a linear relation between q~ and y. 

It will be used in eqns (3) and (4) to obtain a single differential 

equation. 

First consider the mass-flux eqn (4). According to Bear [1], the 

dispersion tensor~ is given by 
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D .. 
~J 

where 

i,j i;, n, s 

Kronecker symbol ; 

longitudinal dispersion length in !;-direction ; 

transversal dispersion length in n and ?;;-direction 

molecular diffusion coefficient. 

(IS) 

With the special form of the solution, eqns (9) and (10), the mass

flux F becomes 

F 
n 

0 Fi; ( 16a) 

(16b) 

These expressions are substituted into eqn (3). Then using the linear 

relation (14) between qi; andy, an equation in terms of qi; arises of the 

form 

( 1 7) 

for t > 0 and -oo < ?;; < oo • Solutions of this equation which satisfy 

the initial condition (8) are considered in the next section. 

3. Solution method 

The solution method for the initial value problem (8), (17) is discussed 

by de Josselin de Jong and van Duijn [4] for arbitrary values of S and 

D 1/a . In this paper we study in detail the case where-!< S < 
mo T 

and where Dm01 /aT= 0. Physically these restrictions mean that the fresh 

and salt water flow in opposite directions at infinity, see Fig. 2, 

and that molecular diffusion can be disregarded with respect to trans

versal dispersion. Mathematically this is the most interesting case. 

The choice -~ < S < ! guarantees that qi; becomes positive when ?;; + 

and negative when?;;+ -oo, see eqn (II). Therefore qi; vanishes at in

terior points. This property and the assumption Drool = 0 lead to a 

degenerate diffusion equation for qi;. 
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3.1 Similarity transformation 

A function q~(~,t) which satisfies eqns (8) and (17) is found by intro

ducing a similarity transformation. 

Set 

l 
q~(~,t) = q w(r) and r = ~/(aTqt/E) 2 • (18) 

Here r is the similarity variable and w(r) the corresponding similarity 

solution of eqn (17). It should satisfy the ordinary differential equation 

d I ldw I dw 
dr( w(r) dr) +2 r dr 

and the boundary conditions 

0 

w(-oo) = B-1 , w(+oo) = B+i 

-oo < r < 00 ' (19) 

(20) 

In terms of these new variables, the transverse mass-flux F (eqn 16 b) 

becomes 

(21) 

3.2 Similarity solution. 

To our knowledge, no explicit solutions of the boundary value problem 

(19), (20) are known. Nevertheless, using simple mathematical arguments, 

important qualitative properties of solutions can be studied. 

Quantitative, numerical information can be obtained by the method des

cribed in [4] , Appendix B. 

For -1 < B < I a solution of eqns (19) and (20) is composed of a posi

tive part (-t./) and a negative part (w-) such that 

> 0 when r > r
0 (22) w(r) 

< 0 when r < r
0

. 

H h b d th functions w+ d · · k ere, t e num er r
0 

an e an w are apr~or~ un nown. 

They are obtained from the requirement that w+ and w- are solutions of 

equation (19) for r > r
0 

and r < r 0 ,respectively, which are joined at 
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r = r
0 

through the continuity of w and of the reduced flux 

lwldw/dr, see eqn (21). 

Mathematically, a good starting point ~s the following auxiliary Initial 

Value Problem (IVP): 

.!_ (u du) du 
0 (23) + - s 

' s > so ds ds 2 ds 

u(s 0) = 0 (24) 

u du I = !., (25) 
ds + 

so 

in which :\ 2 0 and - 00 < s
0 

< oo • A solution of IVP starts in the point 

s = s 0 , u = 0 where it can be approximated by a series expansion in 

(s-s
0
); see [4] , Appendix C. 

In the case :\ = 0 this expansion has the form 

~ (s) = + •••• (26) 

and in the case :\ > 0 it becomes 

(27) 

Thus when :\ > 0 the solution starts with a vertical tangent at s = s
0

. 

Using these approximations a solution of IVP can be constructed to the 

right up to infinity; see [4] , Appendix B. 

Analytically it can be shown that any solution u of IVP is monotonically 

increasing with du/ds > 0 when s > s
0 

and approaches a constant value 

when s 7 oo Thus ~ u(s) = l, where the limit l depends on s
0 

and 

:\. In Fig. 3 the solid line shows the values of s
0 

and :\ for which 

l =I. Observe that below s
0 

= -1,23675 the IVP has no solutions which 

tend ·to one when s 7 oo. The corresponding solutions u of IVP are shown 

in Fig. 4._Further explanation and references about analytical methods 

are given by Gilding [5], van Duijn [6 ]and de Josselin de Jong & van 

Duijn [4], Appendix A. 

In what follows it is shown how solutions u with s 0 and :\ taken from 

the solid line in Fig. 3 are used to construct the functions w+ and 
l l 

w . For convenience, we denote by (s
0

,;. ) a pair s
0 

and :\ for which 

a solution u of IVP satisfies lim u(s) = L 
S7oo 
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Fig. 3 

-1.5 : -1.0 
-l.ZJ67S 

1.0 1.5 2.0 

Fig. 4 

The key idea in the construction is to use two transformations. Let 

o > 0 and let u be a solution of IVP with s
0 

= s~ and A= AI. Define 

One easily shows that the function u; is also a solution of IVP with 

s 0 = os~ and A= o
3A

1
. Moreover lim u;(s) o

2 
Using this transforma-

s-xo 

tion, it is possible to construct from the l curve ~n the (s
0

,A) 

plane a family of curves of which each is characterized by its own !

value. This is done by choosing o2 l in eqn (28) and by putting 
l 1 l 3 I s
0 

= os
0 

and A = o A . In Fig. 3 two transformed curves are shown one 

with l = 3/4 and one with l = 1/4. 
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ForT> 0 and u as ~n eqn (28), also define 

2 
-T u(-s/T). (29) 

In this case u, is a rescaled solution of IVP which is rotated over 180°. 

It satisfies u <; 
T 0 and lim u~(s) = -T

2
. Because of the two minus signs 

s->-oo 
not a solution of eqn (23). Instead it satisfies in eqn (29), u ~s 

T 
the problem 

~ c [u -I 
S T 

u~ (s 0) = 

du 
[u-[ T 

ds T 

du T 
ds 

0 

I -
so 

du 
I T 

+ 2 s ds 

3 I 
= lc =, lc 

0 

To obtain s
0 

and t values for which a function u, 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

t ' satisfies lim u 
T 

s:+--co 
2 t for arbitrary negative t, one sets T = -t , s

0 
= -,s

0 
and /c:e_ =,\ 1 

Thus the set of points in the~0 , /c) plane for which a solution of 

eqns (30)-(32) tends to a negative limit t at minus infinity, is obtained 

from a curve with positive t by mirroring it round the ~c-axis : see the 

curvet=- 1/4 in Fig. 3. 

How to use these transformations to obtain a solution w of eqn (19) is 

explained in the following example. 

Example: S = 1/4. 
+ I+ 1+ 

Let u be a solution of IVP with s
0 

= s
0 

and A = lc , where the numbers 
]+ ]+ 

s
0 

and A (from the t = I curve) are to be chosen later. Set 

1 ~ 
rr = CS + 2) = 1/3/2. 

Then the transformed function 

satisfies eqn (23) and the second boundary condition of (20). 
1- ]-

Next let u be a solution of IVP with s
0 

= s
0 

and lc = 1c , where again 
1- l-

s0 and A (from the t = 1 curve) are to be chosen later. 

Set 
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T = cl- s)~ = 112 • 
2 

Then the transformed function 

satisfies eqn (32) and the first boundary condition of (20). 

Now observe that: 
. + . 

the funct~on u0 van~shes 
du+ 

3 

I+ 
(V3/2)s

0 
where it satisfies the flux 

condition u+ ---0 =A'= 
0 ds 
3 3 

the pair (s~, A4
) belongs to the i 3/4 curve in Fig. 3; 

the function u~ vanishes 
du- 1 

_l 1-
at s

0
' -(l/2)s

0 
where it satisfies the flux 

condition Ju-J ___ T =A-, 
T ds 

= (1/2)3 AI-; 

_l _l 
the pair (s

0
', A 4

) belongs to the i = -1/4 curve in Fig. 3; 

the curves i = 3/4 and i = - 1/4 have only one intersection point (s~,A*), 

* * with s
0 

= -.508 and A = .183. 

Finally choose 

* _l 3 

S - 4 and ' 4 
0 - so 1\ 

This means that 

and 

I+ 
A 

* A 

The solutions of IVP with these two sets of initial conditions are the 

dashed lines in Fig. 4. The corresponding rescaled functions u+ and u 
0 T + 

are precisely the functions w and w . 

Thus the solution w is obtained by choosing 

u+(r), where u+ satisfies IVP with s
0 0 0 

u-(r), where u satisfies eqns (32)-(34) with s
0 T T 
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With these choices, the composite function w satisfies eqn (19) for 

r f r
0 

and the boundary conditions (20). Moreover, both wand the cor

responding flux (21) are continuous across the point r = r
0

. The result 

is shown in Fig. 5, where also the solution in terms of the original 

variables s and t is given. Observe the plane at which qs = O.Itdescends 

in course of time with Vt . Above it qs > 0 and the fluid moves upwards, 

below it and the fluid moves downwards . 

.. ---· 

Fig. 5 

Note. This research is joint work with G.de Josselin de Jong. 
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